
LU-K combined air inlet system

The combined air inlet system LU-K was developed for buildings where work is carried out under 
great heat loads. The three-staged design of the LU-K consists of: weather protection louver or we-

ather protection blade wall, sound absorber, adjustable louver. This combination allows an
optimal adjustment of the inflowing air in case of high demands on sound insulation. 

This unit can additionally be equipped with a heat exchanger which allows a frost-free supply of 
fresh air to the building during winter time.  To Simplify maintenance and attendance this unit can be 

equipped with an inspection gallery. 

LU-K combined air inlet system



>> Type:   Type LU-K Outside air
    combined system

>> Opening angle:  0 - 90°

>> Material execution 
 >> Louver  - Aluminum
    - Aluminum 
      coated in RAL
    - Aluminum anodized
 
 >> Silencer housing - Stahl verzinkt
    - Sandwichpaneel

 >> Splitter silencer - Galvanized steel sheet
    - Mineral wool

>> Extras:   - Sealing design
    - Heat isolated
    - Soundproof

>> Adjustment mechanism: - electric
    - pneumatic

Air inlet systems 

DATA SHEET

Dimensions (to Illustration 1)

Accessories (drives) >>>

Height

Width

Depth

Number of blades

Weight (Kg/m²)

Aluminum Aluminum
coated

Aluminium
anodized

Other
Versions

on request

Material versions

Outside air combined system
Illustration 1

Standard blade Acoustic blade Heat isolated blade
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Different sizes on request



Standard - Accessories

DATA SHEET

Electric drives
Manufacturer: Belimo

Manual adjustment with wire cable
Manufacturer: Aerotec

Pneumatic actuator
Manufacturer: Grasl

>> 230 V 50/60 Hz, AC/DC 24 V
>> Function:  Open - Close
>> Integrated auxiliary switch, 2 x EPU  
>> Runtime actuator:  < 75 s
>> Runtime spring turn: < 20 s

>> Double-acting pressure cylinder
     with 32 mm Piston diameter
>> Cylinder made of anodized aluminum  
>> Recommended operating pressure 6-10 bar
>> Maximum static operating pressure 60 bar  
>> Suspension and air supply through swivel screw,     
     depending on the model type  
>> Ambient temperature range -20 to + 60 ° C 
 

Other brands on request!

Other brands on request!
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Accessories (splitter) >>>

>> Manual override allows the adjustment of the
      blades from difficult positions  



Standard - Accessories

DATA SHEET

Splitter silencer

>> Sound attenuation up to 35 dB  
>> Increased insertion loss in the high 
     frequency area  
>> Hygienically tested and certified  
>> Housing and backdrops frame made
     of galvanized sheet steel  
>> According to EN 13501, Class 1 building materials,     
     non-flammable  
>> Maintenance-free
>> Different sizes on request

Splitter width (b) (mm)

Splitter depth (a) (mm)

Splitter height (c) (mm)

Splitter gap (s) (mm)

Dimensions (to Illustration 2)

Illustration 1

Illustration 2
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Different sizes on request

Accessories (Heat exchanger) >>>

LU-K Outside air combined cross section



Standard - Accessories

Optional - Accessories
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Heat exchanger

Bird screen / Insect screen
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>> Air heat exchanger made   of galvanized steel  
>> Frame and chamber are protected by aluminum    
     topcoat against corrosion  
>> Heat exchange surface is made of round 
     galvanized steel smooth tubes“  
>> resistant up to 400 ° C  

     
Other Versions on request!

Various designs and qualities possible! Various designs and qualities possible!
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